SpeedTrimmer - even more efficiemworking!
In 2008, MOZART presented a new cutting principle for trimming
seams in which the body of the blade is held flat on the floor, i.e. the
highest points of the floor covering will determine the cutting level
and this makes damage to the flooring virtually impossible. The flat
cutting plane, which coincides with the flooring surface, requires two
cutting actions one after the other: the first pass or precut releases any
tension in the weid material thanks to the spacer claw and minimises
deformation caused during the cutting action: thanks to the spacer
claw between the blade and the flooring (trimming level 0.5 - 0.7 mm
above the flooring level) and this is followed by the trimming cut in
the material which is now ftee of tension. This patented cutting me
thod has ensured chac MOZART's crimming knife has become firmly
established among customers.
For large-scale jobs, it would be ideal if the precut and trimming cut
could take place in a single pass (combined cut) and in an upright
position (ergonomics, feed). And chac is exaccly what ehe
SpeedTrimmer does!

Products
SpeedTrimmer, Art.-No. 1610.00-3171
with blades and spacer claws 0,5 and 0,7mm in a box
Trimming knife, Art.-No.1600.00-2888
with blade and spacer claws 0,5 and 0,7mm
Spare blades, Art.-No. 8678.000-2884
5 blades in dispenser on blister card
Spacer claw 0,5mm, Art.-No. 8679.000-2885
1 claw on blister card
Spacer claw 0,7mm, Art.-No. 8700.000-2982
1 claw on blister card
Telescopic handle, Order no. 20.050-3173
Lightweight design, painted red, for SpeedTrimmer
Telescopic handle, Order no. 20.051-3175
Heavy-dury design for SpeedTrimmer
Fixing attachments (spares), Art.-No. 20.041-3019
1 screw with 3 spring washers
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The cutting principle, blades and spacer claw are identical to the
trimming knife. However, the two blades are positioned exactly one
behind the other in a trolley which is connected to a telescopic handle
by a universal joint. To trim a seam, the trolley is positioned at the end
of a seam, gentle pressure is exerted through the telescopic handle and
the blades moved forwards, where the seam guides the blades almost
automatically. The spacer claw under the precutting blade is pivotable
(final rrimming cut right to the edge). For special applications, the
second blade can be removed
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